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Progress Monitoring in Mental Health and Addiction Treatment:
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Although monitoring of treatment response is standard practice for many medical conditions, practitioners in mental health treatments, and substance abuse treatment in particular, have been slow to adopt
these practices. Progress monitoring (PM), consisting of measurement and feedback, has the potential to
significantly improve treatment outcomes. This paper reviews the existing literature on the effects of PM
in mental health and substance use disorder (SUD) treatment. Whereas previous reviews have examined
aspects of PM in mental health treatment, this is the first such review to cover monitoring efforts in
substance abuse treatment, conceptualized here as diverse forms of measurement-based care. To address
drug use, monitoring in SUD treatment has typically relied on treatment attendance and urine screens as
indicators of treatment progress. However, some research has shown that other means of PM can
significantly improve SUD treatment effectiveness. Previous meta-analyses show that PM significantly
improves outcomes in mental health treatment. More extensive research on three particular measures,
demonstrate the effectiveness of PM in mental health treatment. With the growing focus on quality
improvement in medical care, there is need for further research and adoption of progress monitoring
methods in mental health and SUD treatment.
Keywords: psychotherapy outcome, progress monitoring, outcome monitoring, substance abuse services,
research synthesis

Monitoring of response to treatment is an expected and routine
part of medical care for chronic disorders, such as hypertension,
high cholesterol, and diabetes. However, mental health, and substance abuse treatment in particular, has no equivalent standard of
care to monitor symptoms and treatment effectiveness. Despite
calls over the past decade for adopting such a practice in the
treatment of psychiatric disorders, there has been little implementation of monitoring protocols. Among the first to discuss the need
for attention to patient progress in the treatment of psychiatric
disorders was Howard and colleagues (Howard, Moras, Brill,
Martinovich, & Lutz, 1996). These authors located patientprogress evaluation alongside efficacy and effectiveness research,

pointing out the importance of assessing whether a given treatment
is working for a specific individual patient, not just whether it
tends to work for a large group of people. They suggest that
comparing an individual’s progress as measured throughout treatment with an expected course of progress can help guide treatment
decisions.
It is likely that no one would question the need to assess
progress in treatment, and that clinicians do just that on an ongoing
basis via informal means. However, there is evidence that clinicians do not accurately assess treatment progress, in particular, that
they are poor at recognizing deterioration in treatment (Hannan et
al., 2005; Hatfield, McCullough, Frantz & Krieger, 2010). Hatfield
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and Ogles (2004) found that only 37% of practitioners use some
form of outcome assessment in their practices. It seems particularly important, therefore, that clinicians use a more standardized
means of determining progress in treatment in order to detect and
mitigate negative outcomes.
Several national organizations have begun to articulate the value
of progress monitoring (PM) as a means of ensuring the quality
and efficiency of treatment for mental health and substance use
disorders (SUD). In a 2006 report focused on quality of care, the
Institute of Medicine highlighted the need to develop “monitoring
instruments that can validly assess response to treatment and that
are practicable for routine use” (IOM, 2006). Similarly, the American Psychological Association’s (APA) task force on evidencebased practice stated that clinical expertise involves “monitoring
of patient progress . . . that may suggest the need to adjust the
treatment” (2006, p.276). They also noted the need for research on
the “effects of feedback regarding treatment progress to the psychologist or patient” (APA Presidential Task Force on EvidenceBased Practice, 2006, p. 275). The issue has remained on APA’s
radar since that time. Carol Goodheart (2011), during her term as
president of the APA, discussed the importance of outcomes
monitoring and its clinical relevance as part of her 2010 APA
Presidential Taskforce on Advancing Practice. In 2011, the APA
published PracticeOUTCOMES, an online database of outcomes
measures for use in practice, including information on domains,
features, costs, reliability, and so forth (American Psychological
Association, 2011).
Psychiatry has begun to examine the need for measurementbased care. Valenstein et al. (2009), representing the Group for
Advancement of Psychiatry, call for the use of standardized scales
in addition to clinical interviews in order to gain a more complete
clinical picture. Using measurement scales in treatment, they suggest, may allow for greater balance of focus on the patient as well
as symptoms; timely detection of issues such as substance abuse
and suicidal ideation; and improve patients’ disease selfmanagement. Recently, there has been considerable interest in
personalizing interventions for medical and psychiatric problems
by using information collected at the start of treatment, including
genetic factors, to aid in the selection of optimal treatments for
each patient. However, at this point, there has been only limited
success with this approach. With regard to affective disorders,
Simon and Perlis (2010) argued that personalized medicine for
depression would be better served by monitoring outcomes and
adjusting treatment over time than by attempting to personalize via
information collected before treatment is initiated. Thus, ongoing
monitoring would reveal any need for change in treatment strategies or medications.
More attention has been turning to the use of PM across a
variety of stakeholders and organizations. The Outcome
Questionnaire-45 (OQ-45; Lambert et al., 1996; Lambert et al.,
2004) and the Partners for Change Outcomes Monitoring System
(PCOMS; Miller, Duncan, Sorrell, & Brown, 2005), comprised of
the Outcome Rating Scale (ORS; Miller, Duncan, Brown, Sparks,
& Claud, 2003) and Session Rating Scale (SRS; Duncan et al.,
2003) have accumulated enough support in the literature that they
have been accepted into the U.S. Substance Abuse & Mental
Health Services Administration’s (SAMHSA) National Registry of
Evidence-based Programs and Practices (NREPP; SAMHSA,
2013). The May, 2012 issue of Canadian Psychology was dedi-

cated to research on PM. In addition, the June, 2012 issue of
Psychotherapy, published by APA’s Division 29 (Psychotherapy),
is a special section on bringing together clinical research and
practice, and includes articles on both the OQ-45 (Lambert, 2012)
and Treatment Outcome Package (TOP; Youn, Kraus, & Castonguay, 2012).
In the field of SUD treatment, the concept of PM has proceeded
more slowly. Although addiction treatment traditionally incorporates monitoring indicators such as urine drug screens and treatment attendance, there has been little systematic research in the
field on how to interpret these indicators and how to adapt treatment in response. Carroll and Rounsaville (2002) called for greater
use of standard assessment techniques in treatment of substance
use disorders, particularly for treatment planning and monitoring
goals, and to make use of evidence-based treatments such as
contingency management and motivational interviewing. McLellan, McKay, Forman, Cacciola, and Kemp (2005) noted that recovery comprises more than just cessation of alcohol and other
drug use; rather, it involves more comprehensive improvements in
health and social functioning and reduced threats to public health
and safety. These authors called for moving beyond outcome and
follow-up measures to assess for relapse and instead suggest that
SUD treatment adopt a strategy of “concurrent recovery monitoring,” which they assert would significantly improve the quality of
SUD treatment. In this approach, patient progress during treatment
is monitored in a systematic fashion with reliable and valid instruments, with changes made to the treatment as needed.
SUD treatment has taken small steps forward in utilizing
“stepped-care” and “adaptive treatment” approaches to alter treatment in response to progress, which is still typically indicated
through drug screens or attendance. Sobell and Sobell (2000) urge
a stepped-care approach for alcohol treatment, to improve cost
effectiveness and treatment efficacy. They suggest that when patients do not respond satisfactorily, treatment intensity may be
increased or type of intervention may be adjusted. However, they
omit any mention of how such satisfactory improvement should be
assessed. Murphy, Collins, and Rush (2007) broaden the concept
of stepped care to adaptive treatment, in which clinicians alter
treatment either through a trial-and-error process or by a set of
predetermined decision rules based on patient progress. Previous
overviews have described aspects of the work on PM in mental
health care (e.g., Green & Latchford, 2012; Lambert &
Shimokawa, 2011; Overington & Ionita, 2012). However, each of
these reviews addresses only part of the picture, and not one has
discussed the use of monitoring in SUD treatment. The current
paper will begin with an overview of PM in health care and mental
health treatment and the research that substantiates the utility of
PM, and will then bring together the literature on various means of
PM in substance abuse treatment (inclusive of alcohol and other
drugs of abuse), discuss the strengths and limitations of this
research, and suggest ways to promote adoption of PM in SUD
treatment.

Challenges in Examining the Literature on PM
One challenge facing the field of PM is the heterogeneity of
terminology used to label the same concept. These labels include routine outcome monitoring, progress monitoring, concurrent recovery monitoring, concurrent clinical feedback, clin-
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ically informed outcomes management, measurement-feedback
systems, measurement-based care, adaptive treatment, stepped
care, feedback-informed treatment, patient-focused research,
practice-based evidence, and client-directed outcome-informed
(e.g., Barkham et al., 2001; Hamilton & Bickman, 2008; Doucette,
2006; Duncan, Miller & Sparks, 2004; Howard et al., 1996;
McLellan et al., 2005; Miller, 2010; Sobell & Sobell, 2000). In
using the term “outcome,” there may be confusion about whether
the focus is on treatment progress, or outcome, from session to
session, versus outcome at an end point or follow-up once treatment has terminated (e.g., SAMHSA, 1995). A parallel issue is
whether the focus is on altering treatment at the individual level
(e.g., adaptive care) versus the system level (e.g., performance
measures). The term “progress monitoring (PM)” has begun to
catch on as the clearest and most accurate description of the
intervention, and will thus be used in this paper.
In the next sections of this paper, we review the research that has
been conducted on symptom and treatment PM in psychiatric and
substance use disorders, through a consideration of findings from
meta-analyses and individual studies. The literature search was
conducted using terms discussed above, as well as a snowball
technique examining citations and works cited, via Medline,
Google Scholar, and PsychInfo. The goal was to locate papers for
all trials examining effects of PM in mental health and substance
abuse treatment with adults, as well as to generate a comprehensive list of the available measures in these domains. The search
related to substance abuse treatment included alcohol as well as all
other drugs of abuse.

Monitoring in Health: Meta-Analyses
Several researchers have conducted meta-analyses of research
on PM across a wide variety of health and mental health domains.
They found overall positive results for using PM in treatment, but
there was great diversity in the treatment settings, measures used,
and diagnoses treated, which makes it challenging to apply these
outcomes directly to PM in substance abuse research. Such challenges are particularly the case as almost no studies included in
these meta-analyses focused on substance abuse treatment, and not
a single one included SUD specialty care; the three addictionrelated studies were conducted in primary care or hospital/medical
clinics. However, they do provide a starting point for considering
the potential utility of PM in SUD treatment.
Carlier et al. (2012) conducted a meta-analysis of research
studies examining the effects of routine outcome monitoring
(ROM) and feedback of mental and physical symptoms and status
in primary care and hospital settings. The research base included
52 randomized control trials published between 1975 and 2009.
The vast majority of these (n ⫽ 45) included a focus on patients’
mental health, though not always in a psychiatric or mental health
care setting or as a primary outcome measure. In most studies,
monitoring assessments were followed up with written feedback to
providers and patients. Randomization consisted of comparisons
between feedback and no-feedback groups. Carlier et al. found that
there was a positive impact for monitoring and feedback on the
work of clinicians, in that they were able to provide faster, more
complete notes for diagnosis, as well as offer rapid adjustment of
treatment when indicated. The research also indicated a positive
effect on communication between patients and providers. Results
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were inconclusive on the cost effectiveness of ROM and patient
satisfaction with care. Overall, 63% of studies included found a
positive impact of monitoring on physical and/or mental health,
indicated by fewer complaints. For all 45 studies that included
mental health trials, 65% found a positive effect of monitoring; of
11 studies focused on depression treatment, 64% found a positive
impact of monitoring; and in 3 studies of addiction treatment (none
in SUD specialty care), 100% found positive effects of monitoring.
Knaup, Koesters, Schoefer, Becker, and Puschner (2009) completed a meta-analysis of 12 controlled trials from 2001–2006 that
evaluated the effects of measurement and feedback interventions
on patient outcomes in specialist mental health care settings in the
United States, United Kingdom, and Germany. None of these
studies focused on SUD treatment. A variety of measures, including the OQ-45 (Lambert et al., 1996; Lambert et al., 2004), the
Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (BPRS; Overall & Gorham, 1988)
and the Health of the Nation Outcome Scales (HoNOS; Wing et
al., 1998), among others, were used in the studies. Feedback was
typically given at 1–2 week intervals, often consisted of graphical
or numerical representations of progress, and sometimes included
treatment recommendations. They found that feedback had a small
but significant effect on improving outcome at the end of treatment
(d ⫽ 0.10); however, they found no significant long-term effect 3
to 12 months after intake (d ⫽ ⫺0.06). They found no advantage
in terms of cost effectiveness. Moderator-analysis results indicated
variables that improved outcome from feedback included giving
feedback to both patients and providers, versus to providers only;
giving feedback at least twice, versus only once; and giving
feedback that includes patient progress, versus showing current
status only.
Poston and Hanson’s (2010) meta-analysis examined the effects
of providing therapeutic assessment, that is, psychological testing
followed by personalized feedback on therapy process and outcome across 17 studies of a wide array of mental health and
alcohol abuse treatment. The assessment and feedback in these
studies comprised a separate/distinct process, rather than being a
repeated and integrated part of treatment, as in progress monitoring
studies. For example, in the two studies related to alcohol use, the
feedback/intervention was not part of ongoing treatment; it was
conducted solely in the context of the research. They found an
overall medium effect size (d ⫽ 0.423), suggesting that testing and
feedback does impact treatment in therapeutic ways. They found
that studies using process (client/therapist interactions) variables,
such as session depth and working alliance, produced a much
higher effect size (d ⫽ 1.117) than studies using outcome (effects
of treatment) variables, such as premature termination, days hospitalized, and symptomatology (d ⫽ 0.367).
Among the meta-analyses, there is very limited information on
gender, age and ethnicity. In Carlier et al.’s (2012) study, all of the
52 included studies focused on adults (n ⫽ 37) and older adults
(n ⫽ 8). Thirty-two of the studies were conducted in the United
States, 11 in the U.K., and one or two each in Australia, Canada,
France, the Netherlands, New Zealand, and Scotland. No data were
available on the gender or race/ethnicity of participants in these
studies. Among Knaup et al.’s (2009) 12 studies, all focused on
adults and six were conducted in the U.S., four in the U.K., and
two in Germany. Ten of the 12 studies consisted of at least two
thirds female participants, and no information was provided on
race/ethnicity. In Poston and Hanson’s (2010) 17 studies, mean
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age, when given, was 18 – 40 years old, with no data from six
studies. Ten of the studies comprised a majority of female participants, with no data from three studies. Regarding ethnicity, among
the five studies for which ethnicity was described, four of the five
included a majority (54%– 84%) of European Americans, and one
study comprised 69% Latino(a) participants. The type of treatment
setting varied significantly within and among the studies. In
Carlier et al.’s research, studies took place in primary care
settings (n ⫽ 21), mental health settings (n ⫽ 10), hospital/
medical clinics (n ⫽ 9), oncology departments (n ⫽ 6), an
emergency department (n ⫽ 4), and one each from a dentist’s
office and a neurology department. In Knaup et al.’s paper, nine
studies were conducted in outpatient settings, two in inpatient
settings and one in a day hospital. The overall lack of data on
participants’ demographics, as well as the great diversity in settings may limit generalizability of the results of these metaanalyses.
These meta-analyses provide a broad picture of PM across an
array of health services, providing a foundation that suggests that
this procedure may have a beneficial effect on health treatment
outcomes. Although they include some research on mental health
and substance abuse PM, the studies included are so diverse as to
make it difficult to get a clear picture of the evidence for specific
kinds of treatment. It is thus worthwhile to take a detailed look at
the research in the mental health field in particular and then in the
area of substance abuse treatment.

Monitoring Measures in Mental Health Treatment
A number of progress monitoring measures for mental health
treatment have been developed by researchers around the world,
for example, Health of the Nation Outcome Scales (HoNOS),
Clinical Outcomes in Routine Evaluation–Outcome Measure
(CORE-OM; Barkham et al., 2001; Evans et al., 2002), and TOP
(Kraus, Seligman, & Jordan, 2005); see Table 1 for a list of
measures and their properties. Despite the availability and use
of these measures, little research has been published on the effects
of using these measures in practice. Rather, the research has been
focused on establishing a measure’s psychometrics and/or implementation. For example, the CORE-OM and the TOP receive
many mentions in the literature, and reportedly are in wide use, but
there has been no research published on the effects of their use in
practice.
Much of the work in the field has been conducted with three
measures, the ORS (Miller et al., 2003), SRS; Duncan et al., 2003),
known collectively as Partners for Change Outcomes Monitoring
System (PCOMS; Miller et al., 2005) and OQ-45, (Lambert et al.,
1996, 2004). Even though these measures were used in studies
included in the meta-analyses described above, it is useful to
examine them more closely. The paper ORS and SRS measures are
available for free to individuals but require a group license for
agency or organizational use. The online feedback and support
tool, MyOutcomes.com, allows for computerized administration
and immediate scoring and feedback and is available for those who
pay a subscription fee. A limitation of the OQ-45 is that it is a
proprietary measure and requires a license to obtain and use the
measure in practice, and the software that gives detailed feedback
is available at further cost.

The ORS and SRS are four-item measures designed to track
treatment progress and therapeutic alliance, respectively. The ORS
is administered at the start of each therapy session and is scored
and reviewed with the client in the session; the SRS is given at the
end of each session and is reviewed as any concerns arise. The
ORS and SRS use visual analog scales, each comprising four
items, with descriptive anchors at the ends of a 10-cm line. Patients
mark where on that line they feel they fall and the measurement of
the distance of that mark from the left end becomes the score for
that item. The ORS measures overall functioning as well as individual, interpersonal, and social functioning, whereas the SRS
assesses the patient’s feelings about the therapeutic relationship,
goals and topics, and approach/method, as well as overall satisfaction with the session just completed. Validity research on the
ORS was conducted in a community family service agency in
South Florida, with an adult clinical sample comprised of two
thirds women, of unknown ethnicity (Miller et al., 2003). A further
validation study included a large ethnically diverse sample, again
two thirds women, from an international employee assistance
program (Miller, Duncan, Brown, Sorrell, & Chalk, 2006). The
SRS was initially validated on samples from three different clinical
sites, an outpatient mental health counseling agency in Danbury,
Connecticut, a community family service agency in South Florida,
and a home-based intervention program out of the community
family service agency (Duncan et al., 2003). Research in an array
of settings, including individual therapy (e.g., Reese, Norsworthy,
& Rowlands, 2009) and couples therapy (e.g., Anker, Duncan &
Sparks, 2009) indicate that treatment incorporating these measures
results in greater client improvement at a faster rate.
Miller et al. (2006) examined the use of the ORS and SRS in an
international employee assistance program through an initial training and implementation period over nearly two years. All clients
who received telephonic counseling over this time period received
oral versions of the ORS and SRS. All participants in the study
received the ORS/SRS and feedback; they were compared with a
normative sample from a previous study (Miller et al., 2003). They
found an overall effect size of .79 compared with a normal population, which increased to 1.06 when restricted to only those
patients who scored in the clinical range at intake. Reese et al.’s
(2009) randomized clinical trial looked at the impact of using the
ORS and SRS to provide feedback to clients in a university
counseling center and a graduate training clinic. They compared
clients who used the ORS and SRS at each session to those who
either took the ORS at the start and end of treatment (counseling
center) or took the ORS at each session but neither therapist nor
client was given the results (training clinic). The counseling center
sample included 53 women and 18 men, and was 78.4% White.
The training clinic sample comprised 51 women and 21 men and
was 79.6% White and 14.6% Hispanic/Latino. They found significantly more improvement for those in the condition that included
the use of the ORS and SRS at every session (the feedback group),
with effect sizes of d ⫽ .54 in the counseling center and d ⫽ .49
in the training clinic. There was no difference in number of
sessions attended between the feedback and nonfeedback groups.
More clients in the feedback groups experienced reliable change,
defined as an improvement of at least 5 points. Those in the
feedback condition had a somewhat faster rate of change, with
56% of the feedback group achieving reliable change after seven
sessions, but 52% of the nonfeedback group achieved reliable
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53

Beck Depression Inventory
BDI (Beck, Steer & Carbin, 1988)

Brief Symptom Inventory
BSI (Derogatis & Melisaratos, 1983)
5-Point scale

4-Point Likert

5-Point Likert

Format of
items

4

7

Generalized Anxiety Disorder 7-item
GAD-7 (Spitzer, Kroenke, Williams, &
Lowe, 2006)

Outcome Rating Scale
ORS (Miller et al., 2003)

42

Depression Anxiety Stress Scales
DASS (Brown, Chorpita, Korotitsch, &
Barlow., 1997)

visual analog
scale

4-Point Likert

4-Point Likert

Clinical Outcomes in Routine Evaluation- Outcome Measure
CORE-OM (Barkham et al., 2001;
34
5-Point Likert
Evans et al., 2002)

24

Behavior and Symptom Identification Scale
BASIS-24 (Cameron et al., 2007)

Measure

Number
of items

4

1

3 Domains
Depression
Anxiety
Stress

4 Domains
Subjective well-being
Problems/symptoms
Functioning
Risk

3 Indexes

9 Dimensions,

1

6 Subscales

Domains/factors

Table 1
Psychometric Properties of Mental Health Progress Monitoring Measures

.66

.83

r ⫽ .71
r ⫽ .79
r ⫽ .81

.88
.87
.87
.64

.68–.91

.48–.86

N/A

Test-retest
reliability
(Pearson’s r)

.93

.92

.96
.89
.93

.75
.88
.87
.79

.71–.85

Mean ␣ ⫽ .86

.71–.91

Internal
consistency
(Coefficient alpha)

W/OQ-45 r ⫽ .59

W/SF-20 MH scale r ⫽ .75
W/BAI r ⫽ .72

W/BDI r ⫽ .75
W/BAI r ⫽ .83
W/PANAS neg affect r ⫽ .72

.43–.79
.47–.87
.44–.78
.30–.69

W/relevant MMPI clinical
scales
.32–.55

.72–.76

N/A

Concurrent validity

Scales free,
tools
cost
(table continues)

Free

Scale free,
manual
costs

Free

Cost

Cost

Cost

Free or
cost
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4

52

Treatment Outcome Package
TOP (Kraus et al., 2005)

9

45

Number
of items

Session Rating Scale
SRS (Duncan et al., 2003)

Patient Health Questionnaire
PHQ-9 (Kroenke, Spitzer & Williams,
2001)

Outcome Questionnaire-45
OQ-45 (Lambert et al., 2004)

Measure

Table 1 (continued)

Likert

Visual analog
scale

4 point Likert

5 point Likert

Format of
items

11

4

1

Domains/factors

.76–.94

.70

.84

.84

Test-retest
reliability
(Pearson’s r)

.53–.93

.88

.86–.89

.93

Internal
consistency
(Coefficient alpha)

Varies widely by scale
E.g., TOP depr. w/BDI r ⫽
.92
TOP Depr. w/BSI-Depr r ⫽
.90
TOP Violence w/BSI hostility
r ⫽ .77
TOP panic w/BSIsomatization r ⫽ .67
TOP panic w/BSI Anx r ⫽
.50

W/HAQ II r ⫽ .48

W/SF-20 MH scale r ⫽ .73

.55–.88

Concurrent validity

Basic free,
tools
cost

Scales free,
tools
cost

Free

Cost

Free or
cost
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change after 10 sessions. Among a subset of the sample who were
identified as not progressing (i.e., no reliable change after three
sessions), those who received feedback had greater treatment gains
than those who did not receive feedback. The difference for this
subset of clients, however, did not reach significance, possibly due
to small sample size (n ⫽ 27).
Anker et al. (2009) and Reese, Toland, Slone, and Norsworthy
(2010) both studied the effects of using the ORS and SRS in
couples therapy. Anker et al. (2009) conducted a study of 205
couples seeking treatment at a family counseling agency in Norway. Couples in this study were White, Euro-Scandinavian, and
heterosexual. Participants were randomly assigned to the feedback
condition, in which the counselor used the ORS and SRS in
treatment, or to treatment as usual (TAU), in which couples
completed the ORS prior to each session, but it was never seen by
the counselor. They found a fairly strong correlation (.50) between
scores of partners, wherein if one member of the couple improved,
the other was likely to improve as well. The effect size of the
feedback condition was d ⫽ 0.50, indicating that using feedback in
treatment significantly improved treatment effectiveness. They
found that the effects of feedback seemed to vary by counselor, in
that less effective therapists, i.e., those with the worst outcomes
without use of feedback, received more benefit from using feedback than the most effective counselors. Significantly more couples achieved reliable change in the feedback condition, and more
couples at risk for not progressing achieved reliable change in the
feedback condition. Feedback effects were maintained; at a
follow-up 6 months after treatment completion, the effect size
remained strong, d ⫽ .44. In addition, a significantly greater
proportion of couples in the feedback group than in TAU were still
together at the 6-month follow-up. Reese et al. (2010) found
similarly notable effects of feedback in heterosexual couples
treated in a training clinic of a marriage and family therapy
master’s program. A large majority (74%) of the sample was
White, and 16.3% was Hispanic/Latino. In their study, clients in
the feedback condition improved significantly more on ORS
scores than did those in TAU, with an effect size of d ⫽ 0.48.
Couples in the feedback condition improved more quickly than
those in the TAU condition and more clients in the feedback
condition realized both reliable (improvement of ⱖ5 points) and
significant change (i.e., crossed the clinical threshold score).
The ORS/SRS research has both strengths and limitations. The
sample sizes range from N ⫽ 74 (Reese et al., 2009) to N ⫽ 6,242
(Miller et al., 2006), but the largest and most diverse sample did
not have a true control group and instead used a nontreatment
normative sample from another study with a different population.
The studies varied by whether they randomized on the basis of
participant or therapist, and also varied in how often the ORS was
administered to the control group, either at the start and end of
treatment or at every session. Other than Anker et al. (2009), all
studies followed participants only to the last session attended,
which did not allow them to assess longer term effects. Additionally, the studies used only the single self-report measure (the ORS)
to assess progress in treatment, which provides a limited view of
change in symptoms and functioning. Finally, the studies did not
assess how therapists used the feedback with their clients, which
limits conclusions about mechanisms of action of the effects of
feedback on treatment progress. Most samples were predominantly
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White/Western European, and no analyses were conducted by
ethnicity.
The strengths of this body of research include its being conducted in a variety of settings, both individual and couples treatment, with a range of types of providers with varied degrees and
levels of experience. The providers came from diverse theoretical
backgrounds, which helps to disconnect the use of feedback from
a specific type of therapy. The research methods and processes
reflect the real-world experience of therapists in a variety of
settings, which suggests that the overall conclusions can be generalized to real-world practice in different forms.
The OQ-45 (Lambert et al., 1996, 2004) is a 45-item measure
with three subscales assessing four domains of functioning: symptoms of psychological disturbance, including anxiety and depression; interpersonal problems; social role functioning; and quality
of life. The OQ-45 is designed to be used regularly in ongoing
treatment for tracking progress. Lambert has spearheaded an impressive line of research on the OQ-45 and its use in treatment.
Lambert and colleagues have examined the impact of outcome
monitoring using the OQ-45 on psychotherapy outcomes in mental
health treatment in numerous studies. Through many iterations of
research, they have developed cutoff scores for reliable and clinically significant change, which serve as practical guidelines for
predicting treatment failure from early treatment response. They
also created a warning system using color-coded feedback to
therapists about a patient’s progress or decline over time, as well
as treatment recommendations pertaining to specific indicators.
Most of the studies on the OQ-45 by Lambert and colleagues were
conducted in a university counseling center, with samples predominantly female (two thirds young women; mean age, 22–30) and
primarily White. However, other studies have documented adequate validity with African American samples (e.g., Abanishe,
2008; Chao, Olson, Spaventa, & Smith, 2010), suggesting that the
OQ-45 is valid across at least two ethnicities.
Lambert et al. (2003) published the results of three prior studies
together as a meta-analysis, giving a combined picture of the
effects of tracking patient progress in a college counseling center.
Each of the three studies lasted about a year and included 600 –
1,000 participants. Two of the studies involved random assignment
to feedback or control conditions, and the third assigned condition
by school semester. OQ-45 data were collected by a secretary upon
a client’s arrival at the clinic. Feedback to therapists consisted of
a progress graph with the patient’s scores, a colored progress
indicator, and a written message about the patient’s progress,
specifying improvement or lack thereof. Patients who were not
making progress as expected were labeled as signal-alarm cases, or
“not on track.” Of those patients identified as not on track, those in
the feedback group showed greater improvement than those in the
control group, with effect sizes of 0.44 and 0.34. Feedback for
those not on track led to lower rates of deterioration (13% vs. 21%)
and higher rates of reliable change (35% vs. 21%), compared with
those not on track who did not receive feedback. Those not-ontrack patients whose therapist received feedback attended more
sessions of treatment than did those without feedback. In contrast,
the on-track cases in the feedback group attended slightly fewer
sessions than those not receiving feedback, which Lambert et al.
promote as improved cost effectiveness. The benefits of feedback
to professional therapists were specific to the signal-alarm cases,
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whereas the feedback to training therapists had a more generalized
effect.
Lambert and colleagues have continued work to examine the use
of the OQ-45 in clinical practice over the past decade. Harmon et
al. (2007) used similar methodology as previous Lambert research,
with the collective “no-feedback” participants in previous studies
serving as an archival control group alongside two experimental
groups. In one group, therapists received feedback as in previous
studies, and in the other group, therapists were provided with
feedback and clients also received a version of the feedback, with
the same color coding that the therapist receives, as well as
statements of progress made and prognosis. For the full sample,
those who received any feedback had better outcomes than those
who did not receive feedback. This difference was found for both
the subsets identified as on track and those labeled not on track.
Those not on track who received feedback attended more sessions
than those not on track who did not receive feedback, but there was
no significant difference in attendance for those on track. For all
groups, they found that providing feedback directly to clients and
to therapists did not significantly improve outcome beyond giving
feedback to therapists alone. A subset of not-on-track participants
(in both experimental groups) was randomized to receive additional assessment and feedback covering therapeutic alliance, readiness for change, and social support. Those who received these
clinical support tools had significantly greater improvement than
those who received only the standard feedback, and vastly greater
improvement than those who received no feedback. Those in the
clinical support tools condition also attended on average 3.46 more
sessions than those in the standard feedback group.
In a follow-up study, Slade, Lambert, Harmon, Smart, and
Bailey (2008) again found that giving the client as well as the
therapist feedback did not affect outcome, and that providing
immediate feedback through an electronic support tool (vs. delayed feedback due to hand scoring and report preparation) did not
improve outcome, but did lead to equivalent outcome at a faster
rate. They also found that using additional clinical support tools, as
described in the previous paragraph, significantly improved outcome compared with TAU, and that more rapid feedback did not
affect outcome, but did increase speed of improvement. Each
additional component (feedback, clinical support tools) appears to
add a significant advantage in improving treatment outcomes and
efficiency.
The work of Lambert and his colleagues is generally viewed as
a rigorous line of research. The studies have large sample sizes,
ranging from n ⫽ 609 to n ⫽ 1,374 in the experimental group, with
an additional n ⫽ 1,445 in an archival control group. The studies
have sophisticated designs, with strong randomization designs and
sequential randomization. They utilize a large number of therapists, balanced between professionals and trainees. Most of their
research has been conducted at a single university counseling
center, which allows for strong comparisons among conditions, as
well as appropriate archival control groups.
Despite these many strengths, their work also has some limitations. The use of a single population may limit generalizability to
other types of service settings, and the comfort and familiarity with
the process of feedback that grows over the course of many studies
may affect the results through demand characteristics or therapist
influence, as therapists cannot be masked to condition. In addition,
it is primarily the same set of researchers who have conducted the

majority of the work with the OQ-45, which may influence the
design and effects of the interventions. Similar to the research with
the ORS, there is no follow-up beyond the end of treatment to
assess longer term change. Also, as with the ORS, a single selfreport measure comprised the only assessment of symptoms and
progress. Finally, although the OQ-45 researchers used complex
randomization designs, they have not yet examined thoroughly
how therapists use the feedback in treatment and what modifications to treatment affect change.
From the evidence to date using the ORS/SRS and OQ-45, it
appears that monitoring and feedback do have a significant effect
on treatment outcome. The studies generally found a medium
effect size, with measurement and feedback related to higher rates
of reliable and significant change over the course of treatment,
with particular improvement for those at higher risk of poor
outcome. They found variable impact on number of sessions
attended, but there was some evidence that those who received
feedback improved at a faster rate of change. Additional support in
the form of clinical tools and treatment recommendations appears
to increase the impact of the intervention. Although this area of
research needs further study, it is clear that the potential power of
monitoring and feedback as a therapeutic intervention deserves
attention in the field of SUD treatment.

Monitoring in SUD Treatment
Historically, progress in substance abuse treatment has been
quantitatively measured by using urine drug screens or breathalyzers, as well as attendance at treatment. Positive drug screens or
missed sessions would indicate lack of progress in treatment,
perhaps leading to a change in treatment plan or even expulsion
from treatment. More recently, a number of teams have developed
measures to assess progress in treatment of SUDs, including measures specifically for alcohol treatment, for example, Alcohol
Treatment Outcome Measure (ATOM); for methadone treatment,
Methadone Treatment Index (MTI); and for general drug treatment, for example, Treatment Outcomes Profile (TOP), Alcohol
and Drug Outcome Measure (ADOM), and Brief Treatment Outcome Measure (BTOM). See Table 2 for a list of SUD-related
measures and their psychometric properties. However, there is a
paucity of research examining the impact that assessing progress
has on treatment. None of the following studies were included in
the meta-analyses of outcome monitoring studies.
Because urine screens and attendance are somewhat rough indicators of progress, recent research has attempted to utilize the
information in novel and adaptive ways. Marlowe and colleagues
at the Treatment Research Institute in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
conduct research in drug courts, which use attendance in treatment
and urine drug screens to monitor the progress of the offenders.
Marlowe et al.’s (2012) most recent work involved a pilot study of
an adaptive drug court protocol. This new study builds on their
earlier work (Marlowe, Festinger, Dugosh, Lee, & Benasutti,
2007), in which risk level assessed at the start of drug court was
used to “match” offenders to optimal hearing schedules. The new
study again assigned offenders to biweekly or “as-needed” hearing
schedules on the basis of risk, but then further adapted hearing
schedule on the basis of outcomes in drug court. Offenders who
attended drug court as scheduled but had positive drug screens
were provided with intensive clinical case management to help
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them address the problems that were contributing to relapse.
Those, on the other hand, who failed to attend scheduled drug
court sessions were increased to biweekly hearings, if they were on
the as-needed schedule, or were terminated from the program and
sentenced on their original drug charges (i.e., likely leading to
incarceration) if they were already on the biweekly schedule.
Results showed that the full adaptive algorithm with baseline
matching produced better drug-use outcomes than standard drug
court (e.g., 64% vs. 48% of all urines were drug free; 8.9 vs. 6.9
consecutive drug-free urines). Analyses of mechanisms of action
indicated that drug court responded much more rapidly to poor
performance on the part of the offenders in the adaptive condition,
relative to drug court as usual.
Brooner and Kidorf (2002) also used attendance and drug
screens as indicators of treatment progress in their study of a
stepped-care treatment for methadone patients. Their adaptive
design features three levels of counseling intensity. Patients begin
in Step 1, which consists of one individual counseling session and
one group educational session per week. If patients miss a counseling session or have a drug-positive urine test, they are moved to
Step 2, which includes a second weekly group session. Further
missed sessions or drug-positive urine tests result in transfer to
Step 3, which involves two individual and five group sessions per
week. Patients who have been stepped up can move back down to
Step 1 by attending all counseling sessions and providing drug-free
urine samples. Studies by this group indicate that this stepped-care
approach works equally well in methadone clinics and physicians’
offices (King et al., 2002), and can be adapted to increase employment rates in methadone patients (Kidorf, Neufeld, & Brooner,
2004). Brooner et al. (2004) also found that adding contingencies,
or consequences, for missed counseling sessions, produced a
higher rate of counseling attendance and a lower rate of poor
treatment response, compared with their standard stepped-care
treatment. The work of Marlowe et al. (2012, 2007) and Brooner
et al. suggests that attendance and drug screens can be effectively
used in more structured adaptive treatment, allowing these measures of progress to truly affect the course of treatment.
McKay and colleagues have conducted a series of studies using
measurement-based care to determine whether initial progress in
outpatient treatment can predict optimal continuing care interventions. The first study found that cocaine-dependent patients who
did not achieve abstinence during a 4-week intensive outpatient
program (IOP), a program that involved at least 9 hr of treatment
per week, typically in group sessions with possible adjunct individual sessions, had much worse cocaine- and alcohol- use outcomes over a 24-month follow-up than those who stopped using
cocaine and alcohol. However, they benefited to a greater degree
from a cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT)-based, continuing care
intervention than from standard group continuing care, whereas
there were no treatment differences in those who had stopped
using cocaine and alcohol in IOP (McKay et al., 1999). In a second
study, IOP patients who did not achieve the majority of the goals
of IOP during the first month of treatment had better substance use
outcomes if they subsequently received more intensive, clinicbased continuing care, whereas for those who made better progress
in IOP, telephone continuing care was superior to clinic treatment
(McKay, Lynch, Shepard, & Pettinati, 2005).
A third study found that augmenting IOP with extended continuing care was particularly beneficial relative to IOP only for
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alcohol-dependent patients who had low motivation for change
and poor social support for recovery at the 1-month point in IOP.
Women and patients with prior treatments for alcoholism also
benefited to a greater degree from extended continuing care
(McKay et al., 2011). Finally, a similar study with cocainedependent patients found that augmenting IOP with extended
continuing care produced better substance use outcomes for patients who were using cocaine or alcohol at intake to or in the first
3 weeks of IOP. Conversely, there were no effects in patients who
were abstinent from cocaine and alcohol during that period (McKay et al., under review). This program of research strongly
suggests that patients’ progress toward the achievement of abstinence in the first few weeks of treatment, along with progress on
other initial treatment goals, can be used to identify which patients
are going to benefit from extended recovery support and which are
likely to do well with standard care.
The research on adaptive treatment for SUD consists of relatively strong research designs. They tend to include randomized
trials with appropriate control groups, follow-ups up to 2 years
(e.g., McKay et al., 2011), and often use biological measures in
addition to self-report to assess substance use as an indicator of
treatment progress (e.g., urine drug screens). There may be some
limits to generalizability due to restricted samples such as drug
court or a primarily African American veteran population. Another
limitation includes low consent rate (Marlowe et al., 2012) and low
eligibility rates (McKay et al., 2005), which might mean that the
participants who are included differ in significant ways from those
who do not participate.
Because attendance and drug use can be useful indicators of
progress, definitions of recovery often involve a broader view than
drug use alone. For example, physical health, social relationships,
and employment can serve as both indicators of and supports for
progress. The measures developed over the past decade that include such elements offer a more comprehensive picture of clinical
progress and can be used to guide treatment in specific ways.
However, these measures have received little attention in the
substance abuse treatment literature.
The research of Crits-Christoph et al. (2012) is the only rigorous
study to date that has examined the effects of using PM with
feedback to clinicians on symptom change for patients in SUD
treatment. Patients completed the OQ-45, adapted for use in SUD
treatment, before every treatment session in one of three community based outpatient substance abuse treatment clinics. In the
intervention phase of the study, clinicians were immediately given
access to the assessment results and were given additional assessment opportunities and clinical support tools for those patients
identified as being “off track.” They found significantly more
improvement on alcohol use for those off-track patients whose
therapists received feedback and support (Phase 2) compared with
those whose therapists received no feedback (Phase 1). In fact,
off-track patients in Phase 2 (feedback) ended up at 12 weeks
reporting alcohol use at a rate similar to that of those who remained on track. From the time of going off track to Week 12,
there were significant differences in improvement between feedback and no-feedback groups on OQ-45 total scores and drug use.
They found no differences in retention between the feedback and
no-feedback groups.
Miller et al. (2005) discuss the use of the ORS and SRS in a drug
and alcohol treatment program offered through an international
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employee assistance program. They do not formally describe the
research methods or results but note several interesting findings.
For one, the SUD patients’ mean distress scores on the ORS are
higher (indicating less distress) at intake than in studies of general
mental health patients. Further, the trajectory of change differed
from that of mental health patients. Another notable finding was
that longer duration of SUD treatment resulted in better treatment
outcomes, but improvement for patients in general mental health
treatment tapered off after initial visits. Finally, it appears that,
similar to a general mental health population, use of the alliance
measure was related to improved outcome and retention among
SUD-treatment clients.
Hawkins, Baer, and Kivlahan (2008) studied the feasibility and
predictive validity of regular monitoring and feedback for treatment retention in a Veterans Affairs’ SUD treatment program. In
this study, patients completed the CORE-SF (measuring psychological distress; Barkham et al., 2001; Evans et al., 2002) and
Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (Attkisson & Zwick, 1982) via a
telephone-based interview system weekly for the first 8 weeks of
treatment in a substance abuse outpatient treatment program. Results of the assessments were not provided to clinicians, except in
the case of an alert for imminent risk. The median number of calls
made was seven. Participants who remained in treatment over the
course of 8 weeks made significantly more calls than those who
dropped out. Over half of the participants reported feeling that the
assessments were helpful to their treatment. Outcome results indicated no change in distress over the course of the 8 weeks,
regardless of the number of calls or adherence to treatment.
Raes, De Jong, De Bacquer, Broekaert, and De Maeseneer
(2011) examined the impact on treatment adherence of integrating
assessment and feedback into treatment. In their multisite study in
Belgium, during the course of individual treatment for SUD,
clinicians in the intervention group replaced regular sessions with
assessment and feedback sessions approximately every 30 days.
Assessment focused on readiness to change and personal resources. Participants in the control group received treatment as
usual, consisting of regular individual therapy sessions. Raes et al.
found that the group that received assessment and feedback were
significantly more likely to remain in treatment at and beyond 8
and 12 weeks. They did not examine symptom change or other
outcome indicators.
Unlike the research on the ORS and OQ-45, both of which have
well-organized research tracks and growth of the research base, the
SUD-PM literature is highly divergent, with researchers using
different methods and various measures, and assessing different
outcomes (e.g., attendance, use, and feasibility). Some researchers
use particular indicators of substance use and adherence, such as
attendance and urine drug screens as the basis for feedback and
adjustment of treatment, and other studies use self-report measures
more similar to the OQ-45 and ORS to provide ongoing PM and
feedback. This latter type of study has only begun to take hold in
the SUD treatment field, and the studies that have been conducted
have some serious limitations. The strongest is the study by CritsChristoph et al. (2012), which is modeled on Lambert’s work,
using the OQ-45 as a repeated measure to provide feedback to
clinicians. However, this study did not use a randomized design
and had limited assessment of substance use and related factors, as
they only added two use questions to the OQ-45 to modify it for
SUD treatment. Miller et al. (2005) gave a very cursory description
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of the design of their SUD-related study with the ORS. Hawkins et
al.’s (2008) study was primarily a feasibility study, with no randomization or control group, and no feedback was given to therapists. Raes et al. (2011) randomized participants but used only
treatment attendance as outcome data. Despite the limitations of
these studies, they are critical first steps in establishing a research
base for PM in SUD treatment.
The demographics of the samples in the SUD treatment tended
to differ from those in the mental health studies. Much of the
research on the OQ-45 and ORS/SRS involved participants who
were young, White, and female, but the SUD samples were much
more diverse. There was often a majority of male participants,
overrepresentation of African Americans (ranging from 33% to
89%), with mean age ranging from 24 –51. In addition, SUD
treatment research took place in an array of settings, such as drug
courts, community treatment programs, and Veterans Affairs medical centers. Finally, SUD treatment samples included patients in
treatment for a variety of drugs of abuse, including alcohol, cocaine, cannabis, opiates, and so forth.
The research of Crits-Christoph et al. (2012) suggests that PM
has the potential to affect outcomes in SUD treatment, and Raes et
al.’s (2011) work indicates that assessment and feedback may help
retain patients in SUD treatment longer. Given the challenge of
keeping clients engaged in SUD treatment and the severe impact of
substance use at the individual, family and society level, further
research on the use of monitoring and feedback in SUD treatment
is clearly merited.

Discussion
The research described above demonstrates that PM can have
significant positive effects on treatment outcomes. In particular,
studies found better drug outcomes (Marlowe et al., 2012), faster
rate of improvement (Reese et al., 2009; Reese et al., 2010; Slade
et al., 2008), and greater likelihood of experiencing reliable
change, indicating symptom improvement or remission (e.g., Reese et al., 2009). More rapid improvement could translate into
greater cost effectiveness of treatment. Studies found that improvement using PM was especially notable for those at risk for negative
outcomes (Lambert et al., 2003; Harmon et al., 2007; CritsChristoph et al., 2012; McKay et al., 1999; McKay et al., 2005;
McKay et al., 2011) and for trainees (Lambert et al., 2003). One
possible mediating factor for such improvement in outcome might
be that monitoring and feedback allow for more rapid adjustment
of treatment when needed (Carlier et al., 2012; Marlowe et al.,
2012). There were mixed results for the effects of PM on treatment
attendance and adherence (no effect in Crits-Christoph et al., 2012;
positive effect in Raes et al., 2011).
The research suggests a number of ways that PM and feedback
can improve treatment processes and outcomes and are relevant to
SUD treatment. PM may allow for more rapid and complete notes
for diagnosis (Carlier et al., 2012), which can be useful for SUD
treatment when coordinating care between various providers. Research showed a positive effect on communication between patients and providers (Carlier et al., 2012), which may allow for
more trust and engagement in treatment. More effective treatment
as well as stronger alliance would likely translate into greater
patient satisfaction.

The studies indicate that several particular elements of PM, or
the way it is conducted, lead to better outcomes. One key factor is
not just monitoring, but giving feedback to clinicians (Carlier et
al., 2012; Reese et al., 2009), and possibly to clients as well
(Knaup et al., 2009), though the research is mixed on that (not for
Harmon et al., 2007 or Slade et al., 2008). Feedback might be more
helpful when it is provided multiple times (Knaup et al., 2009) and
when feedback is immediate (Slade et al., 2008). Feedback that
reflects progress made, rather than just current status, appears to
improve the impact of PM (Knaup et al., 2009). Adding elements
such as more extensive clinical support tools and contingencies or
consequences to standard PM increases the effectiveness of PM
(Brooner & Kidorf, 2002; Harmon et al., 2007; Slade et al., 2008).
Finally, it appears that less effective therapists had more benefit
from using feedback, which suggests that PM may be a way to
improve performance across a range of therapeutic skill levels
(Anker et al., 2009).
In examining the results of the studies described, particularly
the meta-analyses, it is important to consider potential confounding factors that may affect the interpretations of the research. Homogenous samples in the studies included in the
meta-analyses, or lack of information about participants’ characteristics, may limit generalizability of the results. Additionally, there were important differences among the studies included in the meta-analyses (e.g., outcomes measured,
treatment settings, diagnoses treated, who received feedback),
that may limit how well these studies can truly be compared and
collapsed. The authors of the meta-analyses also provide varying amounts of information about possible moderator variables
that may have affected their conclusions. Thus, inferences
based on these studies should be made with caution until
supported by further research.
Using PM measures in SUD treatment may require some adjustment and certainly demands further research. At this time, few
PM measures specific to SUD treatment have been developed and
well-validated. As Crits-Christoph et al. (2012) demonstrated,
measures intended for PM in mental health may be adapted to
fit SUD treatment needs. In addition to substance use, we
suggest the inclusion of some indicators of recovery, such as
lifestyle or behavioral changes. In order to fully assess symptom remission, questions about cravings, risk, and positive
recovery signs such as coping, work, and positive social interactions may be useful. In addition, for an SUD population,
assessing alliance may be particularly important due to the risk
of dropout and the confrontational nature of some treatment
strategies.
There are some important elements to keep in mind for PM in
SUD treatment. Repeated measurement is critical, as it is not
enough to simply measure at the beginning and end of treatment. Rather, PM should be incorporated routinely into the
process of treatment. For this to be feasible, the measure must
be brief enough to be acceptable to both patients and providers,
and not intrude too much into session time. Feedback turnaround time must be rapid, as the risk for dropout from SUD
treatment is especially high. We recommend that clinicians
actively involve patients in a discussion of their progress and
treatment plan.
Much of the research on PM in mental health treatment has
relied on primarily White, female, mildly disturbed samples. In
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SUD treatment, which may comprise a different population
(e.g., gender, race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, age), we
must attend to cultural and other forms of diversity in determining the utility of PM in SUD treatment. SUD treatment
settings often rely on a wide variety of providers, so measures
and processes for PM in SUD treatment should be accessible to
a variety of provider types. As Miller, Duncan, Sorrell, and
Brown (2005), suggested, if using measures that have norms
established for mental health treatment are adopted in SUD
treatment, there is need for research on norms of initial scores
and trajectories in SUD populations. It would be useful to
discover whether there are different norms for SUD-specialty
treatment versus other treatment settings.
There are a few recent examples of PM being implemented in
the treatment of SUD. With the rising costs of health care, there
is increasing concern that high quality and cost-effective care is
being provided. For example, new practice guidelines within
the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) specify that
measurement-based care is to be implemented in SUD treatment
programs (VA/DoD, 2009). To facilitate the wide-spread adoption of measurement-based care for SUD, the VA developed the
Brief Addiction Monitor (BAM), a 17-item measure that assesses substance use as well as risk and protective factors. An
initial study of the BAM found that the measure possesses good
psychometric properties and predicted retention in treatment
(Cacciola et al., 2012). Under new VA policy, the BAM is to be
administered to SUD patients shortly after intake to treatment
and at least once for follow-up 30 – 60 days later.
PM efforts have already been implemented in several large
mental health organizations and managed care companies, for
example, Massachusetts Behavioral Health Partnership; Community Health and Counseling Services in Maine; and PacifiCare Behavioral Health, Inc., based in California. These organizations label the effort as “outcomes management.” The goals
appear to be to improve quality of care, and ensure a standard
of care in these agencies. However, there may be some appropriate concern about the concept of pay for performance, in
which clinicians would be paid according to their results in
treatment, which is only partly the responsibility of the clinician. In an interesting take on this idea, PacifiCare Behavioral
Health instituted its ALERT clinical information system in
1999, and since 2002 has authorized additional sessions for
cases in which the therapist conducts outcome monitoring,
regardless of the scores on the questionnaire (Brown, Lambert,
Jones, & Minami, 2005). When PacifiCare became part of
United HealthCare/Optum, a national managed health care
company, they continued to use the ALERT (Algorithms for
Effective Reporting and Treatment) system to track patient
functioning and progress.
It is apparent from the research described above that PM has
the potential to significantly improve substance abuse treatment. It may increase client engagement in his or her own care,
provide a quantitative measure of treatment progress, and alert
the clinician to possible dropout or treatment failure. Treatment
of substance use disorders faces many challenges, and having
additional effective tools for use in treatment would be highly
beneficial to the field. There is current need for research to
assess the application of established measures for use in SUD
treatment. There is also need for assessment of the impact of the
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many measures that have been developed specifically for SUD
treatment. This research should include stronger validation
studies in the form of randomized control trials to examine the
effects of using PM on substance use outcomes, establish norms
and trajectories of change, and define reliable change for those
in SUD treatment. Research should examine the impact of
monitoring alliance on the adherence and outcomes in SUD
treatment. Further work is needed to identify the most effective
measure or combination of measures to effect change. Research
in this area should include outcomes beyond the last session of
treatment in order to examine long-term effects and determine
true cost effectiveness.
It is noteworthy that in both mental health and SUD PM,
research has focused almost exclusively on White and African
American populations. Important ethnic groups, such as American Indian, Mexican American, and Asian American groups
have been almost entirely neglected. It is vital to conduct PM
research with these populations in order to understand 1) the
validity of measures among culturally diverse groups and 2) the
effects of monitoring progress among diverse populations. Hall
(2001) notes the lack of research on empirically supported
therapies with ethnic minority groups and calls for more research on culturally sensitive therapies. He suggests that PM, as
a patient-focused therapy, may be well suited to ethnic minority
patients due to its attention to individual client variability and
adjustment of treatment approach. However, norms for patient
progress, against which individuals are compared to assess
being on track, are based on fairly homogeneous samples. It is
possible that due to differences in values, acculturation, language, and attitudes toward questionnaires, PM may vary in
effectiveness and acceptability among different cultural groups.
Possible differences among groups of varying socioeconomic
status have also been overlooked. Future research is needed to
evaluate the use of PM among patients of diverse backgrounds.
The great unknown in the studies of PM in mental health
treatment is how monitoring and feedback serves to improve
outcomes. Future research should investigate how clinicians use
feedback, both in how they address monitoring results with
patients and how they adjust treatment plans and interventions.
Despite some instances of PM implementation already, the
seriousness of substance abuse and its costs to society demand
that we make use of the best tools to treat it; to do this, we must
investigate how PM can contribute to these efforts.
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